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Let It Snow Gift Card Holder 

          
Stamps: Snowman Season Ink: Tuxedo Black Memento, Pool Party 
Cardstock:  Real Red, Whisper White, Let It Snow Specialty  Accessories: SNAIL, Mini Stampin’ 
Dimensionals, Silicone Craft Mat, Snowman Builder Punch, Stitched Shapes Dies, Layering Circle 
Dies, Simply Scored, Paper Trimmer 
Measurements:  
Real Red base: 5 ½” x 7 ½”, scored at 2 ½” and 5 ½” (additional scoring instructions below) 
Let It Snow Specialty: 2 ¼” x 5”- need two for front panels for focal image: 2 ¾” x 2 ¾” for gift 
card pocket: 1 ¼” x 5 ¼” 
Real Red for scallop circle mat: 3”x3” Inside Whisper White: 2 ¼” x 5 ¼” 
Stamping Tips:  
After scoring the Real Red base at 2 ½” and 5”, score diagonally on the left and right panels starting 
at the top left corner of both panels. Fold along all scored lines and crease crisply with a bone folder 
or your fingernail (bone folder works best) 
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Cut the Let It Snow Specialty paper for the front panels diagonally using a Paper Trimmer. 
Tip:  If you are using both sides of one page of the paper, you will need to cut one panel from the 
upper left corner diagonally down to the lower right corner, then cut the second panel from the same 
direction.   
Adhere the triangular panels to the front panel sections with SNAIL. 
To prep the Let It Snow paper for punching, cut the sections about 3” wide so they will fit in the 
Snowman Builder Punch.  If you are punching out multiple snowmen from the print, only two of the 
three snowmen really fit properly into the punch. 

  
As you punch the snowmen, the punch will be punching out the top hat and the arms. 

  
After punching out the snowmen, I flipped over the hats and arms to use the Real Red side for my 
project. I had to punch a few extra hats and arms from the leftover paper around the snowmen. 

 



 

 

Cut the Let It Snow focal image circle with the next-to-largest Stitched Shapes circle die. Cut the Real 
Red mat with the next-to-largest scalloped circle Layering Circle die. Adhere together with SNAIL. 
Adhere the punched snowman and hat with dimensionals. Lay the snowman arms on the Silicone 
Craft Mat to add SNAIL adhesive. Use your fingers to push back any adhesive that shows around the 
edges of the arms before adding to the snowman. Adhere the finished snowman focal image/mats  to 
the upper folded panel with dimensionals. 

   
Stamp the inside white panel with “To:  From:” using black ink. Stamp snowflakes on right side with 
Pool Party. Adhere inside gift card with SNAIL. Adhere  the Let It Snow strip to the white panel with a 
thin line of liquid glue, leaving the top edge open to insert a gift card. 

  

 


